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The Battle of Bushrodby Caryl Lazzaro
Marking the end of nearly
a month of research, practice
and argument, Steve Nachman
became the 1989 Bushrod T.
Washington
Moot
Court
Tournament champion last
Sunday. After working his way
through
six
rounds
of
argument that began with 86
contestants, Nachman prevailed
over Monica Taylor in a final
round judged by Virginia
Supreme
Court
Justice
Elizabeth Lacy, and Virginia
Court of Appeals judges
Josepb Baker and Bernard
Barrow. Sabrina Johnson and
Ann Mayhew. placecS third and
fourth, respectively, in the
competition.
"I was impressed with the
way the tournament was run,"
commented Nachman. "There
was a strong educational
component.
The judges
provided valuable criticism
after each round, and I tried
to adjust my style and
presentation accordingly."
Nachman, who has worked
as a stand-up comedian, said
that "Moot Court appeals to

me because it's an intellectual
as well as a theatrical
exercise." He looks forward to
embarking on a -career as a
stand-up lawyer.
Second _ place
finisher
Monica Taylor, who placed
well in every round of the
competition,
entered
the
tournament
after
being
inspired by the arguments she
saw while serving as a bailiff
10
the
1988
Bushrod
Tournament.
"I knew then
that it was something I wanted
to do, • said Taylor who plans
to be a litigator. She feels
that the judges' comments
enabled her to refme the
structure of her argument and
maintain a high level of
performance. After weeks or
research
aIld
argument,
however, she found that her
"endurance" was her greatest
asset.
The Bushrod competition is
open 10 all second year
students.
Rob McDowell.
Chief Justice of the Moot
Court Board at MarshallWythe, remarked on the
quality
of
this
year's
. contestants.
"The learning

curve was incr.edibly quic~" he
noted. "The first round I saw
didn't include the _strongest
arguments or advOcates, but
even by the round of 64,
people had become very good.
As a judge, it was hard to
make distinctions."

The top 31 contestants
become members of the Moot
Court Board and will argue on
moot court teams representing
the school in tournaments
around the country. Members
are given a choice of team
based on their ranking in the

competItIOn.
In the past,
Marshall-Wythe teams have
been highly successful, winning
both individual and team
honors at the regional and
national levels.
This year's
tournament
problem involved a company
Continued on Page Five

Yeah, yeah, and now you're going to be making more money than me.

Bill of Rights Hosts High Court
By Camilia Belcher

United States Supreme
Court Justices Sandra Day
O'Connor
and
Anthony
Kennedy were among the
distinguished American and
British lawyers and jurists
participating in the Moot
Court held on Saturday,
September 23, in the MarshallWythe
Moot
Courtroom.

Hosted by the Institute of Bill court. The Court heard oral
of
Rights
Law,
the arguments on the hypothetical
presentation was part of the case of whether to restrain
Anglo-AmeriCan Exchange, a publication and serialization of
program comparing American To Catch A Spy, a "kiss-andand British legal perspectives. tell" expose alleging misconduct
The issue of clear and within American and British
present danger to national intelligence agencies (CIA and
security and its effect on MI6).
freedom of speech was set
In deciding the case, United
before the sixteen-member
.

al./A-G v. Penguin Books. service," Smolla debated the
Ltd .. and Others, the court had case in light of the Pentagon
to determine a delicate issue: Papers case, where, unlike The
which interest should reign Penguin Case, much of the
supreme--the need not to know material was already in the
or the need to tell? Weighed public domain.
in the balance were ·two
Opposing council Floyd
competing public interests: Abrams, representing the book
protection of national security publisher
and
co-authors,
and freedom of expression,· as argued against the book's
succinctly stated by British suppression.
court member Lord Bridge.
In the British argument,
The court heard the issue Anthony Davis played the role
twice--once
argued
under of Attorney General, seeking
American law when the to
suppress
publication
combined
American
and pursuant to the Official Secrets
British delegations sat as a Act. Part of his response to
sixteen-member "U.S. Supreme questioning by the "House of
Court" and once argued under Lords" focused on whether the
British law when the members Euroj'}ean Convention (EC) on
sat as the British "House of Human Rights would affect the
Lords."
British determination of this
THE ARGUMENTS

Sandy's such a nut; I can't believe she actually put superglue in our Brylcream.

First was the American
argument.
Acting as U.S.
Solicitor General, Professor
Rodney Smolla presented the
case for the U.S. government
that the court should forbid
publisher Penguin Books from
publishing the book anywhere
Saying that
in the world.
release of classified material
within the book would pose wa
real danger to the security •

Continued on Page Five
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The Advocate

Letter to the Editor:

INTER ALIA

Horwatt Responds to Letter from Harris

Another issue of the Advocate and another helping of copy on the
Spaulding softball team. (lbe sports hounds failed to mention the plethora
of fuzzy neon spheres bearing the same name that litter every tennis court in
My
column
was
not
town as the P.D.P. Tennis Oassic proceeds.)
directed at Archie Harris and
As I surveyed this issue's articles, I was delighted to see public interest law
t
iii
t
his
highlighted in Thuy Tran's statement on her summer internship with IRAe. was
no
spec IC
0
I have encountered many students at M-W who are disappointed with comment; in fact, for the
the ·invisible hand· that seems to steer them away from public interest work purposes of my column the
and into the better-paying law finns. Some point a finger at OCPP. Some identity of the speaker was
take issue with the structuring of the legal skills program whereby students
operate as members of fictitious law firms and experience only the schedule of irrelevant. Re:;ardless of who
an attorney in a private law finn. Yet other students feel that various offices made it, my point was that its
within the law school combine to fonn some Infernal Machine that premises
:ue
commonly.
systematically vaporizes student altruism and slaps tunnel vision spectacles on accepted,
intellectually'
students so that they will nOlt consider employment in any arena other than a
large private law finn. (·After all, donchyaknow, it's the starting salaries of dishonest and, yes, racist.
graduates that ultimately cause prospective students to apply to a given law
But talking about racism
school.·)
these days seem to require
Although the above sounds like a tidy, market~learing answer, there are some kind of credentials, so let
perhaps other explanations for the apparent greater promotion of law finn life
vis-a-vis public interest or governmental legal work. For many people, the me present mine.
I am
impetuS for steering away from public interest toward the better-paying private Jewish. While Archie Harris'
practice is financial. Students faced with a perpetuity of $SOD/ week loan grandfather was suffering from
payments often must reconsider exactly what they can afford to do to appease the Jim Crow laws, my great
their altruism. Often employment with a public interest organization is not a uncle Israel __ and all but one
viable plan.
..
.
As for institutionalized promotion of private sector above public interest, of his children -- was bemg
the OCPP cannot be blamed for this. Public interest organizations and trapped
inside a burning
go~rnment agencies are milch more hostage. to. budget c?nstraints .than are , synagogue with the rest of an
pnvate finns. The result IS that these orgamzatlons recruIt less actively and '
•
.
tend to make their hiring decisions much later in the school year (when their '1 entJr.e. sm~ ~own. . AntI-,
budgets are certain and when many students have already accepted offers with SemltIsm IS still fashionable,
private finns). The reason for the simulation of law finns in the legal skills and I have encountered it with
program amounts to admin~strative ~nvenience rather than an effort actually : surprising frequency even in
to steer students toward pnvate practice. Moreover, students In the program · .
. '
are currently exposed to pro bono representation and to other situations other mtellectual clIcles.. ~y father
than standard private law finn fare. According to Prof. Moliterno, the was the only Jew m his school
coordinators of the legal skills program would like eventually to be able to and routinely got beaten up
simulate jobs in government departments and agencies and other public interest for not Draym'g to "Our Lord

I

I

areas
There is support at M-W for public interest work. Thuy Tran can attest "lJesus Cl~st" in the classroom.
to the fact that if a studen.t has the interest and initiative to pursue public Furthermore, my grandfather
interest employmertf, opportunities and support can be found here on campus. had an Eastern European

m·a.f

Jewish accent as thick as
concrete, and since he was a
pillar of his community, his
religion
undoubtedly
had
something to do with why he
became a McCarthy defendant.
So when I defend the Western,
white middle class man, I do
so fully cognizant of what the
West can inflict. (Sure, no
one knows I am Jewish until I
tell him, but there are
incidents that repeatedly force
us Jews to reveal our
Jewishness,
even ' if
we
tiresomely invite anti-Semitism
by refusing to keep our
mouths shut about our cultural
background.)
In the meantime, my point
was not that the West is
innocent, and not that blacks
did not suffer, but that !>Cople
-- particularly in the liberiI left
-- tend to take a perverse kind ,
of glee in bashing the West,
when, ironically, it is the most
civilized and egalitarian culture
on earth. Let me say again

l
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exactly what I mean:
The Not only did the Aztecs cut
West is not utterly civilized; it out the hearts of live victims,
is the most civilized. N ext but they also skinned people
issue: Mr. Harris holds white alive. So Cortez wiped that
America uniformly responsible civilization out and converted
for slavery and for the Jim the Indians to Catholicism.
Ide
h
Crow aws, an
lor t e Well, the Aztecs forcibly
consequences of both. I am converted their aboriginals
lodging a formal protest. (that's a technical term for
There was a surge of "people who got there first"),
f h
immigration at the turn 0 t e and, despite the Inquisition, I
century from Eastern Europe always rooted for Cortez. The
and the Mediterranean. The Aztecs are held up as creators
Midwest is populated by of a wondrous civilization
Scandinavians who came in the obliterated by imperialist greed
mid-eighteen hundreds and and as early New World
were farmers. These groups victims of the Depreaating
did not benefit from slavery or White Man. In schools we are
f
h J' C
I
Th
gh
.
h Azt
rom t e un row aws.
e tau t to pity t e
ec, a
percentage of white Americans culture that made ornaments
who actually contributed to the out of human skulls.
oppression of blacks or who
Some fmal points. Harris
benefitted from the Jim Crow gives us a grocery list of bad
laws is small enough to make things that happen in the West
it plain unjust to convict the to show the West's deserved
entire race. It is as uniust as bogeyman status, but the
~
to deny the suffering of black difference between my example
Americans prior to 1964 and of the exposure of children in
makes as much sense as to primitive tribes ("exposure" is a
C
.
lorce a K orean .
unmlgfant
to tecbnjcaI term for "leaving an
Germany in 1980 to pay infant in the wilds to die", by
reparations to Jewish victims the way) and Harris' example
of the Holocaust.
of child abuse is that in the
But back to this issue at West, both are illegal. The
hand.
There is a loss of .abused child has a remedy
perspective when it comes to Qere, and child exposure is an
the West that borders on the institution there. Furthermore, .
ghoulish: When Cortez came Africa was colonized by the
to South America, he found West but there are Moslem
the Aztecs
the most - tribe~ in Africa because the
powerful of a group of tribes Moslems came through and
that practiced human sacrifice forcibly converted pagan tribes;
at the level of thousands of also, Western slavery had its
prisoners per year.
The help in blacks selling their
Aztecs also institutionalized the fellow tribesmen to the white
sacrifice of children: Part of men.
Conversely, while the
the ritual for Tlaloc the Corn West has Viet Nam, it also
God involved holding young has modern medicine, the
children over cliffs for a slow World Health Organization,
sacrifice so that their tears - and the Peace C-orps. As for
could moisten the ground. the East, Ethiopians are
The priests ate human flesh. starving because the West sent
This is not propaganda: The food and the Marxists are
Aztecs
were
consummate letting it rot in the trucks.
bureaucrats and kept beautiful,
hieroglyphic, illustrated records
Karin Horwatt (3L)
of the prisoners sacrificed.

Corrections
The
"student
patrol"
member pictured on the first
page of the September 21,
1989 issue of the Advocate was
incorrectly identified as a
"security guard." The Editor
sincerely regrets any confusion
• occasioned by this error.
The photographs on pages
one and six of the September
21, 1989 edition of the
Advocate incorrectly credited
to Rodney Willett. Stephanie
Burks shot the · photographs.
Sorry, Stephanie.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ""

LION Update
Beginning Monday, October 2, two new features are
available on UON, the lJbrary's automated catalog. Both
word and Boolean searching should enhance the use of the
UON system.
Pamphlets are available to help ' in
understanding the commands necessary to access these neW
features.
The word searching feature indexes words in-2.uthors'
names, book titles, subj~~t headings and other "fietds" en
a catalog record. Word searching allows you to ' enter a
word with a w/ command. It will no longer be necessary
to know the exact title or authors exact name to IDeate
Marshall-Wythe or Swem Library holdings.
Boolean searching, with th~ use of a hI command.
allows patrons to combine previous word searches; . tlren..
link them with an and (&), or( +), or Dot (-) command..
This will serve to broaden, narrow, or restrict your earlier
search. See the example below.
•
~XAMPLE:

w/ legal
w / writing

b/ 1 & 2

,t ~ ••

5541 entries" '" -:.' •
'1437 entries ' - - -~
66 entries ;'.' ',"

Remember, however, that all library materials. ~t? -pqt .
yet entered into the system. You must still con&ult . $e
card catalog for some materials. If you have . questi~ :
concerning these two new features, please feel fr~ t.o ,~..
the Refprence or Circulation staff for help.
. --- .. .

~

.

I . '

SERCHing for

Under Construction

~artnony
!?y Stephanie
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Cangin

. . With the goal of promoting
undeistanding among students
-of.. 9i,ffering backgrounds, an
org~t!onal
meeting
of
Students for Ethnic, Racial and
Gul~al Harmony (SERCH)
was lleld last Thursday.
< ~e Flannery, one of the
found!ng members of the
.woup, said that the purpose of
~e _gr~)U'p is to "knock down
barriers of ignorance that keep
l!s . .ayarC He said that the
group . was not forming to
addp?ss any specific problems,
but rather to prepare for, and
'posSibly prevent, potential
problems.
-Flannery said the group was
formed because a few people
went to the fir t meeting of
the
Black
Law
Student
Association (BLSA), but felt
that group acted as a support
group for black rust year law
students. And although BLSA
has a social action committee,
another forum was needed to
bridge the' gaps ' between
different ethnic groups.
BLSA President Maxine
Cholmondeley said at the
meeting that SERCH was an
arena where students could get
together and learn about one
another.
According
to
Cholmo.ndelay,
"Through
openness
we
can
avoid
problems in the future:
Flannery said that although
is
mostly
Marshall-Wythe
harmonious, people cannot
ignore what goes on outside of
The group
the school.

earplugs required
discussed the Virginia Beach
Greek Week problems at the
meeting.
Flannery also
brought in newspaper articles
about
comedian
Jackie
Mason's racial slur while
campaigning for New York
mayoral candidate Rudolph
Guiliani, and about an incident
at a South Carolina high
school
where
a
black
quarterback was replaced by a
less
experienced
white
quarterback.
Flannery said that SERCH
plans to have speakers, round
table discussions, informal talks
and social gatherings.
Caryl Lazzaro, another
student involved in SERCH,
said that the group would also
like to accomplish concrete
things such as making sure
that
law
firms
that
demonstrate racist or sexist
attitudes are not invited to
interview
Marshall-Wythe
students.
Flannery said that SERCH
is not a black-white group and
that it is intended to educate
about all types of ethnicities.
The group is open to
suggestions about activities and
issues. Second-year Kathleen
Pepper suggested that another
place where understanding is
lacking
is
physically
handicapped issues.
Cholmondeley and Flannery
both said that they were very
pleased with the way the
meeting went. "I think the
are
people
who
came
concerned and enthused about
the goals of SERCH," Flannery
said.

by Manny Arin

The
long - awaited
construction of the new library
offices,
scheduled
for
completion 00 November 11th,
is now well under way. There
have ~en mixed responses
from the students on the
amount of disturbance the
construction has created.
Students who usually study
on the first floor have
experienced
the
greatest
amount of disturbance. The
constant banging during the
demolition phase of the
construction has often created
an environment not conducive
to studying. Gary Reinhardt, a
second year law student, has
had to leave the library on
several occasions because the
noise got too loud. As Gary
explained, "Power tools and
studying just don't mix well".
Some students have a different
outlook on the construction.
Andy Condlin said that, "He
likes the noise because it
keeps him awake".
Though
the
student
reaction to the noise has been
mixed,
one
consistent
complaint raised by all the
students interviewed is the
noise from
the workers
themselves. The workers in
the
library
carryon
cODversations and sing as if
they were outside on a
construction site. At times the
workers have been heard
shouting instructions across the
library.
According to Law
Librarian Jim Heller, the only
complaints he has received
have been in reference to the
workers' chatter.
After
recelVlng those complaints,
and will be considered if any Heller notified the construction
of the students engage in other foreman of the problem and
unethical conduct during their has been assured that the
remaining years at the law workers
are
now
more
school.
In addition, Dean sensitive to the students' need
Sullivan will receive copies of for quiet.
the admonition and probation.
A number of students
The Dean will have discretion have sought relief from the
to use that information as he noise by moving to the second
deems
fit.
All
three floor.
Although the noise
individuals agreed to the from the construction is
sanctions which were imposed reduced, the students soon
upon them.
discover that the noise from
According
to
Prof. the computer room is even
Moliterno, director of the legal more of an annoyance. Often
skills program, "We will ' the only seats available on the
continue to apply the rules as second floor are the ones near
they exist for dealing with the computer room, and for
Obviously, I am good reason. The computer
violations.
hopeful that we do not have room seems to be a sort of
ethical violations occurring, but "student lounge" at times. Jim
we will deal with what we get." Heller is aware of this

problem and met last week
with Virginia Jones, the Data
Processing
Supervisor,
to
address the problem.
One
possible solution to the noise
is to enclose the computer lab
in glass. However, this may
create
an
even
greater
problem: Heat given off by
the personal computers and
printers
could
make
it
uncomfortable for students to
work. At this time the library
administration is exploring
alternatives to remedy this
problem.
One alternative students
may consider is the basement.
Recently, shelves in the
basement have been relocated
to provide more study room.
Not only is it a great place to
study, but it may provide a
new
setting
for
those
adventurous students who just
want to get away.

Fair Notice
Fall From Grace
• at the
Royce Hotel
Saturday. October 21. 1989
9:00 - 1:00
$10jperson
Tickets on sale now.

The Administrative Law Review
is considering opening up the
job of softball editor(s) to
members of the law school
community. Duties .....ill differ
from normal law review editing
duties and will include hitting
for power and throwing the
ball from the outfield to an
appropriate base.
Further
information will be available
before the next faculty publications softball game.

BIRTHDAYRAMA!!!
Professor Heller will present a
special class on researching
administrative law for the
editors and staff of the
Administrative Law Review.
Other interested members of
the law school community are
invited to attend.
DATE: Thursday, October 12,

1989
TIME: 4:00 p.m.
WHERE: Room 124
If you have any questions
concerning this class, please
direct
them
to
Jeffrey
Kaufm~nn, Managing Editor,
Administrative Law Review, in
room 115.

Sinfonicron Light Opera
Company Presents:

H.M.S. PINAFORE
Cast Auditions:
21 and 22.

October 20,

Orchestra Auditions: October
9, 10 and 11.
See Jeff Middlebrook for
details.

Students Admonished
!.

by Jarrell Wright
. Three stud-ent partICIpants
in the legal skills program
have been implicated in an
ethics violation; the first such
violation of the legal skills
rules since the program started
last year.
During
an
one
interviewing
exercise,
student requested a copy of
the fact pattern from the
student who was portraying the
client. The rust student then
provided the fact pattern to
co-counsel. The identities of
these three students will be
disclosed
only
to
their
respective senior and junior
partners.
According
to
the
investigator, who will also
remain
anonymous,
the
conduct of the three students
demonstrated poor judgment,
and was in violation of Model
Rule 8.4(d) and Disciplinary
Rule
1-102(A)(5),
which
prohibit conduct "that is
prejudic i al
to
the
administration of justice:
Th e
stu de nt s
were
a~onished and placed on
probation as punishment for
t~s . infra ction. '
The
admonition report will be
placed in each student's fIle,

Soups, Salads, Sandwiches
Prime Rib

Fresh Seafood

Home Baked Bread & Desserts

M - Th
F - Sat

11 :30 - 9:00
11 :30 - 10:00

1781 Jamestown Rocld

ABC Licetlse

BICYCLE SALES AND SEIMCE

IBIKESMITH

lARGE SELECTION OF BIKES AND
ACCESSORIES
ONE YEAR FREE SERVICE ON ALL
NEW BIKES

R G

STORE HOURS
MON·FRI9·7
SAT 9· 6

SUN 105
call for winter hours

TREK
PEUGEOT

SPEflALIZED
--... ...._...~1Ir... . . --I. :'.- .

.

.. .

Home of "OId Capito l Velo" Williamsburg's Racing C lub

---

229-9858

_..c_

515 YOR.K SJREE::;...;..T~~~~~"!"",!,,,,
·· ........--_ _ _ _ _ _~
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Thoughts on SEReR Student Interns for Indochina
by Mike Flannery
Last Thursday, a new student group called S.E.R.e.H.
(Students for Ethnic, Racial, and Cultural Harmony) held
its first meeting. As one of the original organizers of the
group, I have some strong ideas about the ultimate goals
of the group and the methods it should employ to achieve
those goals. In this column, the opinions expressed are my
own. I do not speak here for the other founders of
S.E.R.e.H., or for the organization itself; I speak as a
concerned member.
S.E:R.C.H ., as originally conceived, is about battling
ignorance. Ignorance about each other, in terms of race,
religion and cultural background, leads to myths, barriers
and social divisions, which in turn. foster bigotry and
hatred. S.E .R.e.H. seeks to combat this type of ignorance
through education, discussion and social interaction, with
the hope that such enlightenment will enrich the
community of Marshall-Wythe and in turn make each of us
a better citizen (indeed, a better human) in the world at
large.
S.E.R.e.H. was not conceived as the response to a
demonstrable "problem" at Marshall-Wythe, in the sense
that no glaring incidents of bigotry spurred the formation
of the group. What was seen as problematic, however, was
a lack of dialogue on volat ile matters outside MarshallWythe (e.g. incidents in Virginia Beach, Bensonhurst) and
a general apathy about the lack of understanding and social
interaction amongst the various racial, ethnic and religious
groups here at the law school. For me, this deafening
silence at the law school was directly connected to the
e>"'Plosive events elsewhere. If we ignore the tensions and
differences whicl} are present in a multi-ethnic, multi-racial
society, if we stand idly by and do nothing to bridge the
gaps which divide us, then we fail as the future leaders of
this country, as lawyers seeking justice, and as humans
seeking a better world. In silence, we implicitly condone
the perpetuation of bigotry and hate, and we are, in some
sense, in complicity v.-irh the perpetrators of such
intolerance and prejudice.
A concern was raised at the fITst S.E.R.C.H. meeting
that the group would be largely ineffective because each
individual member had not yet come to grips with his or
her individual prejudices. Essentially, this line of rea oning
would have S.E.R.e.H. members retlect on their own
personal creed before tackling e>..1ernal issues. Indeed,
according to this analysis, by focusing initially on incidents
like Virginia Beach and Bensonhurst, S.E.R.e.H. is seeking
easy answers to much deeper, subtler problems. This
criticism is well taken, as the need for personal evolution
is great if a permanent societal transformation is to occur.
I am confident that some, if not all. of the members of
S.E.R.e.H. have conducted some type of inner examination
of their own personal beliefs, have confronted their own
personal prejudices, and have, or are attempting, to
expunge this intolerance. Such internal scrutiny most
certainly led some to attend the S.E.R.e.H. meeting in the
first place. But if some have not looked inside, what of it?
The goal of S.E.R.C.H. is not to ensure that each
member is personally transformed, \\-1th all of their
innermost prejudices exorcised. For me, S.E.R.e.H. can
guarantee only two things: that each member ""ill have to
confront bigotry, hatred and prejudice as it manifests itself
in our world and that each member will know more about
the racial, ethnic, and religious groups at Marshall-Wythe
than he or she did before S.E.R.e.H. was formed .
S.E.R.e.H. cannot guarantee that each individual \¥ill
choose to reject the prejudices he or she presently harbors.
S.E.R.e.H. cannot even guarantee that each individual will
begin the process of self-examination in light of the
information received. S.E.R.e.H. can dispel ignorance, but
it cannot compel enlightenment.
I am will ing to concede that the incidents at Virginia
Beach and Bensonhurst are easy, bright line examples of
a much more complicated, much more subtle problem.
But I think it similarly naive to expect that individuals must
approach a discussion with a "clean sl~te" .before any
serious enlightenment can occur. In my mmd, lDtern~ and
external education go hand in hand. As you discuss
current issues and learn of another's culture, you
simultaneously examine and critique your own beliefs and
ideas. On that score, I believe S.E.R.e.H. can be very
effective.
If bigotry, ignorance and hatred were not a part of our
society, there might be no need for S.E.R.e.H. But that
is not the case. Never let it be said that in the face of
these evils, whether hidden or exposed, we did not act.

were locked up and not
allowed to seek resettlement in
a third country (some for
by Thuy Tran
nearly a decade, now). IRAC
wanted to ensure that in this
conference the refugees be
"If disadvantaged peoples are accorded the strongest
to gain control over their own protection that international
destiny, they must have- the laws provide.
tools to give meaningful
In 1979, 65 nations met in
expression to their views, Geneva, Switzerland and made
mobilize their own resourcs in a commitment to grant asylum
self-help action and enforce and resettlement to the
their demands on the broader refugees from the three
national political and economic countries
of
Indochina:
systems. "
Vietnam Cambodia and Laos.
(IRAC - History of Refugee Ten ye~rs later, 70 nationS
Community Empowerment)
gathered agcin in Genev~ for
I wanted to work for the the
second
International
Indochina Resource Action Conference on Indochinese
Center ("!RAc") because I ·· Refugees. However, unlike the
believe in the above! .0",I".nt. first, the agenda for the second
There are many iormCl conference was to erect
Indochinese refugees, including ' barriers and to discourage
me, who want to have an people from seeking asylum
increased input on issues that without seeming to violate
affect us. lRAC is the only their rights as refugees.
I spent most of my time
national organization manatgea
by former refugees. It is the working directly with the
voice of and a resource for the director of lRAC, Dr Le Xuan
developing Southeast Asian Khoa, on the International
community m the United Conference.
1 assisted in
States.
preparing a document entitled
A fellowship from the "Towards
Humane
and
William and Mary Public Durable Solutions to the
Service Fund enabled me to Indochinese Refugee Problem."
participate in IRAC's advocacy It was submitted to UNHCR
activities to bring the plight of and the delegations that
the Indochinese refugees to attended the conference. The
international attention. I was document represented the
not the only intern at IRAC voices of over 160 overseas
this past summer. lRAC sent Indochinese organizations from
Harvard law student to Hong North America and Europe.
Kong to study the situation of
The Indochinese community
the refugee detention centers. had serious concerns with the
She received the funding from measures being propo ed to
the Harvard Public Service the upcoming conference. The
Fund.
international community failed
The summer of 19 9 was a to recognize that it cannot
critical
time
for
the hope to find permanent
Indochinese refugees,
and solutions for the continuing
lRAC needed all the help it exodus v.-ithout addressing the
Suffering from root causes. As long as armed
could get.
"compassion
fatigue, "
the contlict, political repression
economic
instability
international community was and
no longer willing to open its continue to exist in Indochina,
arms to the boat people. The people will continue to seek
Un i ted
Nat ion s
H i g h less
hostile environments.
Commissioner for Refugees They see the
proposed
("UNHCR") called for an screening program as a ruse to
international conference to find declare all boat people to be
solutions to the continuation of economic migrants (in the first
the outflow of the Indochinese 6 months that Hong Kong
refugees and the presence of imposed the screening policy,
over 156,000 refugees still in only · 3 out of 537 cases
camps throughout Southeast qualified as political refugees.)
Asia. Many of these refugees If a person does not qualify as

Haircuts

a refugee, he will be r"eturned
to his home country. There is
no
safeguard
against
retribution and persecution of
the
returnee
under
the
proposed repatriation progi"~.
I also worked on a pet.ition
drive to show international
opposition
to
forced
repatriation.
I cOllected
signatures not only fr'om ~orth
America,
Europe
and
Australia, but also signatures
from the refugees in yarious
camps in SoutheaSt Asia. It
gave me a chance to work
with hundreds of Indochinese
students around the world who
were the real forces behind
this campaign.
Internation~
After
the
Conference was over, I began
to monitor and to collect
information
on
the
implementation
of
the
Comprehensive Plan of Action
("CPA") that was adapted at
For the
the conference.
record, the CPA opposes
forced repatriation. This has
not prevented Great Britain, a
member of the Coordinating
. Committee
for
the
International Conference, from
signing a bilat ral agreement
with Vietnam. In return for
taking back the refugees, the
British government will provide
"financial assistance" to the
Vietnamese
government.
Despite the fact that the CPA
gives temporary refuge to all
asylum-seekers, Thailand and
Malaysia continue to prevent
boat people from landing on
their beaches b towing their
rickety boats back out to sea.
They are implacable even
when the people are drowning.
I did not reali7e how
difficult it would be to work at
IRAe. It was difficult to read
reports of the mistreatment of
the boat people. and not feel
angry. It was difficult to read
letters form the refugees crying
out for help and not feel sad.
Working at IRAC, however
confirmed my belief that the
Southeast Asian community
. will play a vital part in the
fight for more humanitarian
and com prehensive refugee
protection and resettlement
policies.
I :ntend to be a
participant and not a spectator
in this fight.

for
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<;ase, or whether the EC
-applied only to European
Community Law .
Representing Penguin Books
in the United Kingdom was
'Professor Graham Zellick, who
'aIso delivered the George
Wythe Lecture on a related
~Spies,
Subversives,
topic,
Terrorists, and the British
,Government: Free Speech and
Other
Casualties,·
on
$ep,tember 21. As in the U.S.
ease; Penguin Books, Ltd. was
· resisting an injunction barring
i>~b1iCation of To Catch A Spy.

THE DECISIONS
The unanimous holding of
the court acting as the U.S.
Supreme Court, announced by
·Justice O'Conner, was to
··uphold the court of appeals"
and allow publication. The
court acting as the British
of Lords
earlier
House
deferred to the Supreme
Court's holding.
O'Connor
noted, however, that opinions
expressed in the moot court
exercise were "not to be
construed as giving an opinion"
on any cases making their way
through the courts.
Justice
Kennedy concurred in a
separate opinion, stating: "It is
case-by-case adjudication that
will be the glory of our legal
system."

(New York); Morris Harrell of
Locke, Purnell, Rain & Harrell
(Dallas); and Phillip Tone of
Jenner & Block (Chicago).
Members of the British
delegation were The Right
Honorable The Lord Bridge of
Harwick, Lord of Appeal in
Ordinary, House of Lords
(London);
The
Right
Honorable The Lord Griffiths,
M.C, Lord of Appeal in
Ordinary, House of Lords; The
Honorable Sir l>eter Webster,
Judge of the High Court of
Justice,
Queen's
Bench
Division (London); Sir Gordon
Slynn, Judge of the Court of
Justice of the European
Communities (Luxembourg);
Michael Hawthorne, County'
Court Registrar, Kingston-onThames County Court; George
Staple,
Solicitor,
Clifford
Chance
(London);
Nigel
Wilkinson, Barrister at Law
(London); and Thomas Legg,
Permanent Secretary and Clerk
to the Crown, the Lord
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Chancellor's Department
(London).
The advocates were Rodney
Smolla, Director of the
Institute of Bill of Rights LaW;
Floyd Abrams of the firm of
Cahill, Gordon & Reindel
(New York); Anthony Davis of
the New York office of Berwin
Leighton
(London);
and
Graham
Zellick, Drapers'
Professor and Head of the
Department of Law at Queen
'Mary and Westfleld College,
University of London.
The
Moot
Court
on
National Security and Free
Speech will be shown on CSPAN on Friday, December
16, 1989, at 7:00 p.m.

write a brief, but did not have
to conduct outside research)
doctor who examined
a worked well. "Having a closed
company employee and later problem limited the originality
informed him that he had and strength of arguments.
tested posItive for AIDS. An advocate needs creativity
Neither the doctor nor the and strong research skills, and
man informed the man's wife that's what we were testing."
of the test results.
The
Students appeared before
spouse, unaware
of the three judges in each round.
presence
of
the
virus, Until the quarterfmals, panels
conceived and gave birth to a consisted
of
third
year
child who suffered from AIDS. . students, alumni and local
The child was attempting to attorneys. In the later rounds,
bring a "wrongful life" claim . students argued before actual
against
the
doctor. Virginia judges. Each student
Contestants, provided with the was judged independently,
petitioner's complaint and a making it possible for two
copy of the lower court students who argued against
opinion, had to research and each other to advance 10 the
argue whether the doctor had next round.
An equalizing
a duty to warn the spouse and formula was applied to account
whether a cause of action for for differences in scoring styles
wrongful life
should
be of the judges in each room.
recognized.
Contestants were judged on
McDowell found that having the substantive quality of their~
an open research problem (last
year student's were required to
Continued on Page Seven
Continued from Page One

The Institute of Bill of
Rights Law will hold 'a hunt
for Supreme Court issues--a
"Supreme Court Preview of the
1989-90 Term"--this October
20-21.

CONTRASTS
Justice Kennedy greeted
members of the audience at
the reception after the moot
court exercise. When asked
what he thought of the event,
Kennedy said that he found it
interesting
to
compare
American and British lawyers
in action and that "moot court
is a tremendously important
way to train students and to
train lawyers.·
~here was an interesting
contrast between English and
American
perceptions,"
Professor Rodney Smolla later
said of the moot court
presentations.
Calling the
exercise ·very, very authentic,"
Smolla said it was "very typical
of the U.S. Supreme Court--all
questions. That means as a
lawyer you don't prepare
twenty or thirty minutes of
arguments--you instead prime
yourself for question, answer,
He
question,
answer."
contrasted the Supreme Court
and the British courts by
saying, "Ironically, in the
British system the House of
Lords is the least formal court.
In the House of Lords,
"[l]awyers are like helpers to
their Lordships" to help them
"think the cases through."
In addition to Justices
O'Connor and Kennedy, other
members of the American
delegation to the moot court
.were William and · Mary
President Paul Verkuil; Judge
Clifford Wallace, US. Court of
Appeals (9th Cir.); Chief
Justic e
Ellen
Peters ,
Connecticut Supreme Court;
M. Bernard Aidinoff of the
firm of Sullivan & Cromwell

So what are you'
waiting for? Call
your local Domino's
Pizza today!
O ur driver> carry less than $20 .00. Delivery area limited to
driving. O ur drivers are never penal ized for late deliveries.
© 1989 Domino' s Pizza , Inc.

Call us!
William and Mary

229-8885
122-E Waller Mil l Rd.
Open for lunch

11 AM·1 AM Sun.·Thurs.
1 1AM-2AM rri. & Sat.
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THE BODY SHOP
at
Festival Market Place

by Gerard E. Toohey, Jr.

The ABC's of Education
Just recently, and with the usual alacrity and alarm with
which we confront all past-due disasters, we have decided
that there is a problem with the American educational
system. The majority of American high school students
cannot place the Civil War within fifty years of when it
happened, nor can they correctly tell you that Mexico is
our nearest neighbor to the South. Ah yes, I can hear the
liberals gnashing their teeth as they chomp at the bit to tell
me that "it's all Ronald Reagan's fault." WRONG! The
United States spends more money on education than any
other country in the world. We outspend the Japanese,
per student, at a rate of two to one. We spend 40% more
than the Germans on education, but when tested, we score
far below both countries in science and math.
Teachers in Chicago public schools say today they have
to teach Kindergarten students basic concepts, e.g. shapes,
and colors. In the fifties and sixties children learned these
concepts from their parents before they ever set foot in a
classroom.
-Liberals, and what one might call establishment .
Republicans, have been chiding Conservatives for their plea
to "return to traditional values." Liberals with insouciance
and simplicity of thought have asked: "what are these
traditional values?"
These values, on the verge of
extinction, are: family, hard work, and the knowledge of
that which is right and wrong. Conservatives see the
descendence
our educational system in direct correlation
with the desuetude of the loss of these values.
Edmund Burke once said: "Tell me what are the
prevailing sentiments that occupy the minds of your young
men [and women], and I will tell you what is to be the
character of the next generation." The veracity of this
statement assumed, I fear for our future generations.
Parents and teachers need to overhaul not only our
educational system, but also what occupies the minds of
our young.
MTV should be viewed as the newest form of the
bubonic plague. It freezes the imagination of children as
they are force fed one particular interpretation of
something that would normally produce many. And the
messages of these videos are simply sex and violence-preferably as one thought. Then there is rap music--the
English language with all its potential is debased to useless
nonsensical cacophonous attempts at rhyme. How can a
child ever learn proper pronunciation and diction when it
is neither taught nor spoken at home? If one is not taught
to speak properly at home, then certainly one will not be
taught to read at home. An extremely sad fact about the
United States is the paucity of reading by its citizens. The
Republic of Ireland, a small country of which I now must
assume most high school students have never heard, has
more publishers, and publishes more books than the
United States. Reading in the U.S. has become passe, as
has anything else that is not separated into fifteen minute
intervals with 2.5 minutes of ad space.
Now who is responsible for this? First and foremost, it
is the parents who show as much interest in their children,
and their children's education, as they do in going to the
dentist. Secondly, it is the teachers and their Union (which
has a monopoly of restraint on the education of our youth)
which is to blame. Conservatives, pining for a return to
traditional values, are correct. However, a full solution
must include a market solution. We need educational
vouchers so that those parents who are interested in their
children's education can get them to a good school. The
market will determine which schools are effective and
efficient and which are not. It would also remove many of
the excuses used by parents to not take an interest in the
children's education. Most important though, this crisis
should not be used as a way of dunning more federal
funding for a failed system.

of

NOW OPEN
AEROBICS CLASSES

FREE WEIGHTS
RETAIL AEROBICS WEAR

CHILD CARE
MULTI STATION
WEIGHT MACHINE

LOCKER FACIUTIES
AND SHOWERS

Student Rates
$34 per month $63 for 2 months 10 sessions for $25
Hours
Monday thru Friday 8 a.m. to 8. p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

220-0930

Getting Hard
by Mary Thrower

Law school may train the
mind, but it doesn't do much
for the body. Straining over
law books won't build muscle
tone, and exercising judgement
doesn't burn body fat. So if
you want to stay in shape,
-there's only one way to do it:
exercise.
For those who need the
discipline of an instructor to
get started, there are several
options nearby.
One IS
Aerobics Plus located in
Kingsgate Green.
Aerobics
Plus offers fifty classes a week.
The studio is open all day,
with an early class at 7:00, a
lunchtime class at 1:00, and
evening classes everyday. The
studio offers seven different
kinds of classes at three
different levels. It also has
weight machines which are
available throughout the day.
Costs 'are $90 for three

months, $159 for six months
and $273 for a year.
Those who would rather
take an exercise program one
month at a time can try The
Body Shop, an aerobics studio
that
just
opened
t his
September. The Body Shop
also has a weight room and
provides child care facilities.
It offers two levels of
instruction; one more highenergy than the other. The
Body Shop is located in the
Festival Market Place. on
Route 60 near Kingsmill
Shopping Center. The cost for
students is $34 a month or' $63
for two months.
Those primarily concerned
with
economy
can
take
aerobics classes offered by The
College of William and Mary.
Classes are not taught by
professional instructors and
floors are not made of flexwood, but students can get
some exercise without taxing
their budgets. The Division of
R~eation and Sports offers

aerobics
classes
Monday
through Friday and Sundays at
various locations on campus.
Don't forget your student I.D.
and a towel. Other than that,
all you need is a little stamina.
William and Mary Aerobics
Schedule:
High Impact
MWF7:00-8:00 am
5:15-6:15 pm
Sun 7:00-8:30 pm
New Student Recreation
Low Impact
MWF 4:00-5:00
Landrum Basement
Stretch and Tone
MW6:00-7:00
TT 8:00-9:30
Wrestling Room
For more information call
Aerobics Plus (220-0556), The
Body Shop (220-0930) or
William and Mary Recreation
and Sports (253-4498).

FEATURING
\;c \\
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classical music from the masters,
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walls. and Jors of atmosphere.
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Band Blazes in
by Tom Brooke
Live rock and roll at meant to be a put do~ but
William and Mary--a rare the band liked it.
Unlilce most
commodity.
Despite all this, the Flaming
college towns, Williamsburg is Lips have worked hard to
not graced by dozens of small reject any label. They claim
shops, restaurants and bars, they're just playing for fun; for
busily competing for the the rock and roll. Grouping
student dollar. Long ago the them with hard core punks or
and
landlords heavy metal headbangers is a
merchants
realized
that
the tourist mistake. The Oklahomans are
industry is a much better loud, but not all the time.
source of steady income. Their three albums and one 25
Under the Green Leafe's new minute EP display a variety of
management, bands are getting musical shadings and dynamics.
some
exposure
close
to Influences
include
Led
campus.
Unfortunately, for Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, R.E.M.,
. anything else, one has to jump the \\1)10 and the Cult. In
in a car and drive. Neighbors fact, one cover tune the band
is not too far, but in general, performs is the Cult's "Love
rock and roll fans have to plan Removal
Machine,·
often
for long trips to Norfolk, played by the late, great
Richmond or beyond.
Wailing Cats. On one tour,
However, once or twice a the Lips did their own version
semester, live shows do hit our of the Who's rock opera
pastoral campus. This Monday Tommy.
night, October 9, Norman,
T~e Flaming Lips are wellOklahoma's "Flaming Lips" will known in underground rock
play Trinkle Hall from 8 p.m. and roll circles for their
'till midnight. This three-piece bizarre and often psychedelic '
band,
made
up
of stage show, featuring strobe
vocalist/ guitarist Wayne Coyne, lights, a Lawrence Welk-type
bass player Mike Ivins and bubble Machine, fog machines
former law clerk and drummer and mirror balls.
They've
Richard English, veterans of played all over the U.S.,
five years on the road, are Canada
and
Europe.
currently promoting their most Williamsburg is one of only
recent
album,
Telepathic two stops on tbe East Coast
Surgery.
Reviewers have during the cu.rrent trip across
described the Flaming Lips' the country.
brand of music as "high energy
Contrast magazine asked
hard rock/psychometal/garage Wayne Coyne about starting a
/ stomp," "trash/ noise/grunge," band and leaving Oklahoma
a mixture of "60's garage, 70's for the road: "Basically that's
progressive
and
80's the only thing to do. There's
weirdness," and "New York nothing. There's no bands.
Dolls jetlag playing Led There's no college radio.
Zeppelin covers." The last was Nothing goes on there. _People

Continued from Page Five ·

argument. as well as style,
presentatIon, and adherence to
traditional appellate argument
form.
"As the tournament
went on, I learned how to be
deferential without sacrificing
the
strength
of
my
presentation,"
admitted
Nachman.
McDowell
confirmed that several students
had problems with deference
and cited several examples of
students
interrupting
and
arguing with the judges in the
early rounds.

.•

~

It is not certain when the
Bushrod tournament began,
but McDowell has located a
John
plaque
proclaiming
Donaldson, current MarshallWythe professor, as winner of
the 1960 tournament. Bushrod
T. Washington (1762-1829) was
a nephew of President George
He graduated
Washington.
from William and Mary in
1778 and was appoint to the
Supreme Court by President
Adams.
McDowell also
pointed out that it's _ well
known that BushrOd "went
blind from reading too much
law."

Great new furniture, but what's it take to get a
.Iittle service around here?

are always asking us 'why do
Well,
you guys do _this?'
because there's nothing else to
do. We're into rock and roll . .
Besides, we wanted to see the
rest of the world; we don't
have no money or nothin', and
being in a band is a real good
excuse to travel." Certainly
people have made more
momentous decisions, like
going to law school, for worse
reasons. W'ben the group first
formed they could hardly get
bookings and realized the only
way to gain the needed
notoriety was to put out a
record, any record. Coyne's
father provided them with the
necessary backing through his
membership in a barter
system; he had built up enough
points for the young musicians
to spend several hours in a
local recording studio putting
together tunes. The product, a
masterpiece in garage type
music, made its way to
California,
where
representatives of Enigma
records heard the band and
signed them to a contract.
The Flaming Lips are proud
of their work on vinyl, and
now Compact Disk, but still
live to play on the road.
Coyne told a writer from The
Bob, a small fan magazine
based in North Carolina, "We
act like, 'This could be it; this
could be our last gig ever!
Lets go for it.'" Our chance
to see them live is Monday
night.
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Faculty Sightings
Rumor has it that modern science has enabled la
school faculty and administration life forms to exist outside
the school building. Remarkably, some reports indicate
that these specimens have been seen moving about without
benefit of chalk, books, or research assistants.
To test these theories, the Advocate will feature a new
column reporting examples of such modern miracles. If
you see a faculty member in the real world, please let us
know who you saw, where you saw them, and what they
were doing. For the sake of scientific accuracy, please be
as specific as possible. Sightings can be reported to any
Advocate editor or written down and placed in the
envelope on the Advocate office door.

The

Band Box '89
Music and Video

LOW PRICES

On Compact Discs ~nd Tapes

MOVIE RENTALS
Every movie is 69¢ once each week
Video Player rentals $2.95
Blank Tape - Posters - Guitar Strings
BlanJc tape 25% off boxes of 10

.

We Buy and Sell Used CD's
Open 10 until 9
Mon.-Sat.
12-6 Sun.
Louted between
Kinko's and Mama Mia's
na _ _ _ __

BAND
517 Prince George St.

BOX
229-8882
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SPORTS
Journalists Smear Faculty in Grudge Match
by Peter Kay

allowing the faculty to slice
line
drives
through
the
On the softball field, otherwise hermetically sealed
stripped to their shorts, t-shirts infield. Faculty pitcher Linda
and
gloves,
without
the "Brushback" Butler, on the
intimidating trappings of the other hand, never weakened,
classroom, the facuIty were and nQtched the victory.
In a game which saw few
about to meet the students for
runs,
Publications
the first time ever on even earned
terms.
Or so we thought. left fielder Chris Lande was a
The combined forces of the defensive gem, robbing Rodney
Advocate and the Law Reviews Smolla of a sure homer with a
grab.
Faculty
lost 16-11 to the Socratic leaping
Sadists in a sloppy, error-filled shortstop Jim Heller, having
survived
an
early-inning
grudgefest.
Pitching proved to be a collision, patrolled the infield
nabbing
the
liability for the Publications. flawlessly,
speedsters.
Starter
George
Leedom Publication
explained his inability to put Another rising star for the
any arc on the ball, "I just faculty was Charles Koch,
couldn't get it up. I've had whose batting and third base
this problem for a while now." fielding prowess definitely put
This
slo-pitch
dysfunction him in for MVP of the day.
The
suspiciously
sober
plagued all the relievers,

faculty allowed a few cases of
Busch to accomplish on the
field what a simple "State the
facts, Mr. Publications" COul9
in the classroom. Flustered
and sweaty, the Publications
could not articulate simple
softball strategy. In the late
innings the passive and
discombobulated students were
no match for their battlescarred opponents. We'll get
'em next year.

Vini, Vidi, Spaulding
by George Leed;:>w and Jeff
Middlebrooke
Coach
Mike
Miller
predicted a rout and got one
in Team Spalding s crushing
victory over a lame St. Elmo's
club in the Spalding's season
opener. Unfortunately, due to
Trial Ad, only six Spaldings
were available at game time.
As fate would have it,
however, the wimpy little
Elrnos had only six players
(without a decent excuse) and
the game was on.
With only six per side, the
hitting team was forced to
pitch and catch for themselves.
St. Elmo's Club certainly didn't
help their effort by striking out
five of their own batters while
the Spauldings stood laughing
in the field. When an Elmo
did get any wood on the ball
the infield combo of Coach
Mike at short, George "Diner'"
Leedom
at second,
and
Emerson "Hi-Fi" Bruns at first,
handily set them down. Third
baseman Pete Jord~ showed
that he was not afraId to take
a Buick for the team as he
consistently ran into the street
to snag pop fouls.
Team
Spaulding power outfielders
Jan van Amerongen, Bob
"Today, My Name Is Ken
Roberts" Stevens, and Bob
"Long Balls" Bua provided·
much of the offense as Team
Spalding scored fifteen runs to
Elmo's three.
Team Spalding's second
outing pitted the "Bad Boys of
Ball" against the Earth Pigs.
This time they had their full
contingent, but it was not to
be a Spaulding day. George
"Diner" Leedom took the
mound and had a fair outing
with David "Buzz" Ziemer
calling the signals from behind
the plate and alternately
backing up first and third.
Team Spaulding took an early
five - three lead with some
great hitting by Darren "God,

I Look Good Today" Burns,
Pete Fay and Jeff "Hands"
Middlebrook, .but · the defense
couldn't hold.
Errors by
shortstop
Tim
"Murph "
Murphy, second baseman Jeff
"Hands" MiddlebroGk, and the
aforementioned Mr. Leedom
were just a few of the
veritable plethora of defensive
lapses that allowed the Pigs
eight runs with two out in the
second to take the lead eleven
- five.
With Team Spalding up for
its last at-bat, with two outs,
facing a severe defeat at the
hands
of
a
bunch
of
undergraduates, Coach Mike
came up with a brilliant bit of
last minute strategy: "Don't
swing at an,thing, boys". It
almost worked. Forcing the
Earth Pigs to pitch to us, they
went through three pitchers
and walked in four runs. But
with the score eleven - nine
and the bases loaded, an unnamed Spaulding got impatient
and smacked a long fly out to
left field ending -what was
almost the greatest nonoffensive offensive come back
in the history of MarshallWythe sport. -In the immortal
of Tim
"Murph"
words
Spaulding, "Oh well, Veni,
Vidi, Spaulding." [Translation:
We came. we saw, we got
nothing and liked it.]
Team spirit and pride
remained high, however, as
Team Spalding accepted defeat
with class, dignity, and three
bottles of bourbon. Echoing
off the astro-t~rf under the
lights that ni6ht could be
heard the inspirational words
of Coach Mike, "Well, I think
that just by the fact that we
actually played in two games
that we're probably in the
play-offs:
Team Spaulding
has two games left to play and
is happy for any support,
.... hich it doesn't expect. Watch
for other Spaulding functions
in the near future . Go Team.
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